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Washington, D. C, April 30. Attorney General McReynolds, Secretary
Lane and Frank B. Kellogg, president
of the American Bar association,
the president to attend the meeting ot the association in Montreal in
September, but he declined.
Dr. R. B. Teusler of Tokio, talked
with the president about promoting interest ina national hospital for Americans and Japanese at Tokio. He told
tiie president that when he left Japan
recently thero was no warlike feeling
o hostility towards the United States.
Judge Martin Wade of Iowa after
discussing appointments With (he president, said LouiB Murphy of Dubuque,
Iowa, had virtually been agreed on for
collector of internal revenue for the
northern district of the state.
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DRUMMOND
April 30. When
Underwood tariff bill was resumed today at the opening of the house Republican Leader Mann and his lieutenants, particularly
Representatives Payne of
New York, Moore of Pennsylvania,
and
Gardner of Massachusetts,
Greene of Iowa, resumed the "heckling" of the Democrats who framed
the measure.
Consideration of the earthenware
and glassware schedule was resumed
at the outset.
amendAs the session proceeded,
ments began jouring In by the minority side, but Mr. Underwood with his
large majority well in hand, defeated
them one after another.
The weary debate was relieved by
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that set the house into roars of
Washington,
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Washington, D.
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Foreign merchants In Ciudad
manager of a British owned mine at
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X at Natchez
Trinidad, Colo., April 30. A fire at attorneys office, the charges against
and hundreds of X men work, and make women stay at
ton was practically destroyed by fire $r.o,ooo..
council was In session con- X others are arriving ' .on every X home and keep it for the comfort of Denver, April 30. Patrick H. Muller, Starkville, six miles south of here, at William La Casse and Richard
early today. A dozen buildings were The city
automobile men, for the
-a
Paulor
sidering
including
proposed bond issue for X steamer sent out by the relief X husband and children; so the homes wealthy miller and pioneer of Denver, 2 o'clock this morning, destroyed five
damaged,
destroyed
The damage is estimated alleged wronging of Evelyn Quick, a
X will not be" broken up and the child' was stricken with apoplexy last night. buildings.
son's opera house, the- Ofts and Ben- the building of water works when the X corps.
15 year old girl, will be taken up next.
at $12,000.
.
X
v
X
His condition is critical.
the German Lutheran fire alarm was given.-ren run wild and
.
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SaBTA FE NEW MEXICAN

W

WHY IT SUCCEEDS

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per

Because It's Fop One Thing Only, anil
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Rood Tor everything.
Nothing can
Doing one tiling well brlng3 success.
,
Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or disordered kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to prove
their worth.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., gays: "For several
years I had trouble from my back and
It was hard for me to
kidneys.
work, owing to pains In my loins and
a sudden movement aggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful, Public statements
given by local peowe who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect," in
I found
duced me to try them.
at once and after I had finished
the contents of one box, my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
normal and I feel better In every
way."
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents, Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United

Doz.

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

I

NT

CERY CO.

re-li-

PHOITB 40.

PRESIDENT WILSON
THINKING

NOT

BOTHERING

CURRENCY

BILL YET.

OF

neuralgia
Sprains

WITH

Miss C. JUhoxf.y, of 2708 K. St.,
W. Washington, J). U., write : " 1 suffered with lueunmtiHin for Htb years
and 1 lwve just got hold of your Liniment, Hnd it lias done me bo much
good, MykueusUo not puis and the

THE

THE PRES-

swelling has gone."

Quiets the Nerves

IDENT CHUMMY WITH NEWSPAPER
MEN.

1911

Rheumatism!
1
I
U- -

TARIFF
AND

30,

31ns. A.Wkidman, of 403 Thompson

REJOLVED

St., Maryrilla, Jlo., writes : ". The
nerve in my leg was destroyed five
v.i:i: 'iiroami left me with a jerkins
so that 1 could not sleep. A
at iiiylit
frk'ii I told me to try your Liniment
1 could not do without it. 1
now
Hud
Hud utter its use I can sleep."

THE TARIFF BILL WILL PASS

THE SENATE.

lYoUA&K GOING To
WHAT IS IN THIS

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

LENROOT AND PAYNE
ARE PULLING TOGETHER

SSSfctfeMS.

4

It?.-,,:.--

I

TWO

REASONS

you'll lookforw
You'll see

it

"Is a good Liniment. I keep it on
(By Gilson Gardner.)
hand all the time. My daughter
WHETHER. YOU
Washington, D. C, May 30. Presisprained her wrist and used your
f7
dent" Wilson tells me that he is not
Liniment, and it has not hurt her
OR. NOT.
yet thinking about currency legislasim.c.
tion. He is not yet talking with memJoseph
BUSTER BROWN IS COMING TO TOWN TO WORK FOR. OUR
li VICHER,
bers of congress on that subject, lie
N. C,
of
Solum,
STORE. EVERY WEEK FOR A WH CLE YEAR HE WILL COME INTO
atIf refraining because he wants the
No. 4.
K.F.D.,
YOUR HOME AND TELL YOU ABO UT OUR
States.
HARDWARE
AND OUR
At All Dealers
Remember tbo name Doan's and tention of congress and theSo country
METHODS. WE HAVE ALWAYS GO T A BIG, CLEAN STOCK OF HIGH
I infer
on
tariff.
the
concentrated
Price
take no other.
CLASS HARDWARE AND OUR PRI CES WILL ALWAYS SAVE YOU
85c.; 60c., $1.00
that everything that is being printed
MONEY.
WE HAVE BUT ONE ME THOD TO GIVE YOU A SQUARE
on
book
Pliant
cliout Senator Owen and Representa
DEAL.
horPS, eattle, lions
and poultry sent
ESTANCIA
tive Carter Glass and their currency
tree. Address
leform is not 'reflecting the plans of
WOOD-DAVI- S
OF REAL
Dr.
the administration.
Enrl S.
Phone 14.
President Wilson and the newspa"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
Kstancla, N. M., April 30. Evidentto
are
be
permen
quite
getting
Fe
Sloan,
of
Santa
ly the Republican party
a
county has started something. The chummy. They figured together in
Boston,
Fred Chaves from the "movie" stunt the other morning.
Honorable
Mass.
in
After
the
session of the first class
sand-hillof New Mexico, near
1
seems determined that all the political economy and current events,
Prof. Wilson took his boys out on the
purity, a'! the brains, all the respecta- lawn
back of the White House conserbility of the Republican party shall
not be in Santa Fe and, it is currently vatory and Jokes were told while the
renorted. he has started a DetUion to r.iovie man did his worst. It is not
the higher powers with a view of hav-- f yet revealed what is to be done with
a pleasant time was
ing all the county officers of Torrance tnese nims, but
county duly and stringently investigat- had by all those present.
Since the Montana senators threw
ed. The Honorable Fred is a worthy
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
exponent of true Old Guard Republi up their hands on the wool duties, it tion, ihere is the personally interested
ODS, Electricity plays a most importanism and is doubtless quite sincere has become quite plain that the admin large proprietor and most active man
in his attempt in which the taxpayistration's tariff bill will be passed by on the job, Henry T. Oxnard.
tant part. The grandfather would
ers wish him all kinds of success. the party vote in the senate. Excellent
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- With malice towards none; with char- discipline is being maintained In the
FROM
ITEMS
NEWSV
we
all
towards
that
strength Democratic party ranks. There are
hope
ity
ern home and why all this light? To
will be given to the investigators to different theories as to why senators
WINDMILL CITY
THE
make the home more homelike to make
treat everyone alike without fear or are persuaded to do what they do not
favor and go after delinquent Demo- want to do. Some intimate that it is
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
N. M., April 30. Elmer Ev
crats, Republicans and Progressives the patronage which is being held in ansDeming,
N. M., arrived here last
of
Abbott,
for
offices.
iu all county
father, mother and children. Good light
reserve; others say it is merely the
and has bought a farm in the
The spring term of court is about cksire to preserve party solidarity week,
He drove overland, bringing
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
all in. The grand jury did about the and to perpetuate the Democratic ex- - valley.
ten head of horses and a span of
desired.
usual stunts a few cow stealing periment, but whatever it is, Wilson, mules. His
family consists of his
cases, a few norse tnetts, a tew as v.ith his low tariff bill, is to be per wife and three children.
on
so
and
saults with deadly weapons
mitted to carry out his experiment and
A. J. Bur't, expert demonstrator for
in all we be- to take the full responsibility for it.
and so on. Twenty-seveFairbanks-Morscompany, will be
lieve is the total count.
One of the most entertaining spec- here for a month, demonstrating the
The Olivaras murder case was tried tacles in
tractor which has been shipped
these days is
last Saturday and the jury returned a that of theWashington
caucus sessions of here. Two more of those tractors are
open
verdict of second degree murder much the
in now on the road to Deming.
to the surprise-o- f
all who knew any- the house of Republican minority,
Thers
Dr. R. C. Hoffman left yesterday for
representatives.
thing of the case. It is understood have been three caucuses at which Kansas City to attend the meeting of
tl at the district attorney knew so frantic efforts were made to outline the National Old Trails association at
much about the deceased Torres thai, Rr.mP nntifV on urliiiMi tha minnrltv that
place. He will go from there to
he was disqualified from prosecuting ,
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- it visit his mother in Iowa. He will resadness
With,
together.
the case and the old War Horse Col. must be told that Mr. Lenroot, of Wis- turn here in ten days.
IENT
as
to touch the button and
G. W. Prichard was called in to prose
F. C. Peterson has received three
consin, once a grand progressive, has
cute. And how he did prosecute! He 'been one of
stove is ready to cook your your
the most a. tenuous cham car loads of farm implements and
prosecuted for further orders and then pions of the
proposi- fencing material in the last two "Bays.
Iron ready to use, your toasted
some and he won his jury, too. It is tion. It is most
to see him
Plans are now prepared for the reinteresting
rumored that the jury stood on the and Sereno
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vaculaboring shoulder modeling of the local Harvey house.
first ballot one for acquittal and eleven to shoulder Payne
to
the lifeboat The fact that the Harvey house in
pull
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
for first degree murder. Of course through the surf. At this
the Deming has been turning away trade
writing
rumor.
name
of
mere
the
is
this
The
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatsurf is beating ovec the gunwales, and nearly every day for the last three
deceased Torres occurred with dismal the
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
is
accommodations
lack
for
of
months
sturdy oarsmen are in great
frequency in the criminal docket of danger of
on the rocks responsible for the enlargement of the
for
walloped
being
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Torrance county and that was probexAnyhow, they have not worked out building. The plans contemplate
reand n'ght' Estimates and full inforreason
wds
one
Olivaras
day
why
ably
any compromise on which any dozen tending the sleeping rooms over the
garded so coolly by the trial judge.
mation cheeerf ully given.
present waiting rooms and telegraph
members can agree.
In the Peoples bank of Moriarty cast
offices, and equipping the same with
the court ordered the jury to bring in Have you heard of the organization steam heat.
as
known
National
"The
Democratic
a verdict for the plaintiff the Nation- Fair-PlaThe Homeplot company has let a
or Civil Service Reform asal Safe and Lock company representcontract for grubbing 40 acres from
sociation?"
This
name
is
the
of
the
deGrimshaw
ed by Ira
a mile and a half to three miles south
against the
fendants Hanna and Green and to dis- organization which has just been form- of town. The company has received
ed
the
of
advance
the
army
by
guard
its, first car of lumber, and a car of
charge the defendant Moriarty. This of office seekers now
encamping in cement and
leaves the defendant Moriarty one perplaster came in today. The
hotels. It is made up
the
to develop 25
tracts is
fectly good bank safe to the good and of Washington
plan
lifelong Democrats who have invest- thus
the other parties a grind through the
already on foot. A four or five- ed
carefare
and
hotel
time,
expenses
room cottage will be constructed on
supreme court.
It is understood that court will ad it. the project of getting jobs under
each tract, each tract will be fenced
PHONE 83 MAIN.
inthe
Wilson
is
administration. It
and equipped with an electric pump
journ on Wednesday and that Judge tended to have a central
organization ing plant, reservoir, elevated tanks
M. C. Mechem will go from here to
in Washington and branches in every fcr
Vw
water for domestic use in short
Hillsboro.
locality where there is a disappointed the company intends to prepare each
Work is going along in getting ready
FACTORY WOOD
for a federal job. Thus the tract for the buyer, so that he can
for the deep well and real estate and aspirant
WOOD
in its step right into it and make it productive
SAWED
purely
organization
patriotic
land values continue to stiffen. Crop character
to be one' of the
promises
Weaver
from
start.
the
&Son.
COAL
WOOD
STEAM
CORD
prospects are good and a much large) most widespread an J zealous In the well
drillers, will start the first well
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
acreage will be planted than whelt country.
end continue until all the
tomorrow,
will
Beans
last
again
spring.
planted
Montezuma
21
wells
Avenue, near A., T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot
are completed.
There is scarcely an office building
be the main hold.
in Washington which does not contain
headquarters for the protection .of the
SECRETARY DANIELS BEGINS
LONG INSPECTION TOUR. struggling sugar industry. The aliases
This Remedy
are many. For instance, there is the
99
Domestic Sugar Pro lucers, devoted to
For
Consumption
Washington, D. C, April 30. Secre the cause of
sugar beets in 17 states,
If the voluntarily written words of
tary Daniels began today a two weeks' with an eye on Hawaii and Porto Rico,
of
grateful people living In all parts
south
to
to
official
include
visits
trip
For Repairing of All Kinds
tbe
country, praising Eckiuun's Alterawith
offices
at
322
Colorado
building.
a remedy for the treatment of
Atlantic navy yards. The first stop Then
Done
tive,
'
the
is
there
of
the
In Metal and Wood
secretary
and
throat
colds,
coughs,
troubles,
luug
bana
v.ill be at Wilson, N.
where
Renre to he believed, this medicine Is cerUnited
Beet
States
Industry,
Sugar
tomorquet will be given in his honor
tainly doing a vast amount of good for
'GUNS, BICYCLE,
sufferers. We state none but facts,
row night. His itinerary for the re- who maintains an office at 901 Union such Rive
to you the names and words of
and
of
"collection
Trust
the
for
building
mainder of thi strip is as follows:
It
of
Mission
those
who
declare
We
make
Furniture,
SralRethem In
LOCK, KEY and
many cases coupled with
Raleigh, N. C, May 2 and 3; New Information on the subjeJ: of sugar the writers'
statements that it restored
Shelving, Counters, Steplad- Orleans, May 5; Pensacola, May. 6; beets," and for the' preparation of use them to health. This Is a sample taken
UPHOLSTERING
SPECIALTIES
ders, and do all kinds
many;
JficksonvilH May 7; Key West, May ful pamphlets to be perused by the irom
of repairing.
St. Mary's Academy, O'Neill, Nebraska.
S: Charleston, N. C, May 9 and 10; cultivators and possibly the diggers
"Gentlemen : About seven years ago
wns nttacked with the dread disease.
128 Galisteo St. Phooe 109 J
Port Royal, S. C, Dention Barracks, of sugar beets. Then there is The ITuberculosis.
coughed unceasingly,
American
Cane Growers association,
May 11; Raleigh, May 12. ...
could not sleep nor eat, even could not
with offices at 929 Woodward building
speak out loud and could do no work. I
NOVELTY WORKS.
three hemorrhages,
raised blood
whose purpose is the collecting of had
most of the time and suffered of night
Try a New Mexican Want Ad
facts in regard to the cane sugar in- sweats, fever and chills. A specialist of
- $100 Reward, $100.
ant anlck returns.
SANTA FE. N. M. It you
my case Telephone 157 W.
Columbus, Ohio, pronounced
de
"now
with
threatened
The readers of this paper will be dustry,
hopeless.
of
five
heard
I
years ago
"Nearly
your
pleased to learn that there Is at least struction." Then there is the repre- Alterative
and procured some at once,
one dreaded disease that science has sentative of the Hawaiian sugar pro with the result that I soon found myself
to health.
For the past four
been able to cure In all Its stages, and ducers, with an office at 910 Colorado restoredI have
been able to continue my
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Id building, maintained for the avowed years
teaching, end though I have always had
work, I am also aole to
the only positive cure now known to purpose of "advising Hawaiians as to heavy school
much manual Inlior. I consider
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being the course of legislation on various perform
your medicine, if faithfully taken, a
HEW MEXICAN PEINTING 00.
roost excellent remedy for Consumption.
a constitutional disease, requires s matters affecting the islands," not for- Mother
.Local Agents for
this testimonial.
Superior
permits
Hall's getting sugar. There is a sporadic
constitutional treatment
SISTER MA KIR,
(Signed)
Bisters of St. Francis.
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act representative of the Porto Ricnn
Rckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronsn
ing directly upon the blood and mu- sugar growing interests, who has of- chitis, Astbina, Hay Fever; Throat and
ij-and in upbuilding the
not
at Lung Troubles,
cous surfaces of the system, there- fices from time to time, but is
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
by destroying the foundation of the the moment located in Washington.
drugs. Ask for booklet
Eckman
and giving the patient Then there is the "Committee
of telling of recoveries and write to for
disease,
tand Desk csabixsd. , "2Sb
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Laboratory,
constituWholesale
which
the
has
apsale
all
building
Growers,"
For
up
strength by
leading druggists
by
X
tion and assisting nature in doing itt peared before congressional commitF
A Desk Unit with km or
by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
II
.1 many Book Units a doited.
work. The proprieties have so muci' tees to represent certain of the sugar
" s
.
11
ThefrypcneetcoriibinatkM
faith In its curative powers that they refiners. This committee does not
(faakajubooaxase ever made.
II
'
offer One Hundred Dollars for any maintain a Washington office, but ap1
jj
Roexny. convenient, atttac(I
esse that it fails to cure. Send for list peared before the Harwick investiga
tive. We wast to show yo
"
of testimonials.
head
id advantages aad poutting Committee. The directing
r-- -'34 & 63 W ,
Address P. J. CHENEY ft CO., To- for these lobby, offices Is Truman G.
Uiuet, OJlnteweSow
Phones
ledo. Ohio.
CARS STORED AMD KEPT CLEAR
Palmer who admits that he gets $10,- MB SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Sold by all druggists, 75o.
000 a year and ha drawn that salary
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NOTES
INTEREST

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON,"
Phone One Double

O
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Wil-lar-

s

J.

HARDWARE

r

light!
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ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
PDHM CANT A PP
rlwiH jAil I A rC

ToEiPaso, Bisbee, Douglass and

all points in New Mexico, AriMexico
the
Pacific
to
and
Coast, via NEW MEXICO
zona,
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East

The

COMPANY.

n

e

Best
Route

or

West

N

For Rates and Full Information" Address

-

EUGENE FOX

0 p

POWER

0

P. AQENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

-

INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

fll

'

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

the beautiful Pecos
feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesLocated

In

VaJley,l,700

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Conditions for physioal
development are
IDEAL-su- cb
as eannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in ever; respeot.
sion.

and mental

I

LJ
1

Regents

3oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

:

B. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated
address,

C01.JAS
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y

W. WILLS0S,

Praise

Supl.
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I Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

t

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

,

Spring is Here! "FixitShop
not have
that
Why
Upholstering
and Furniture
paired?

C,

1

SHORTEST LINE TO

f

J.F. RHOADS

1

J

::

M

II 'v

g

.

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Win. El. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
San Fraactsco Street, rat Union Depot
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CALIFORNIA LEADERS IN JAPANESE FIGHT TALKING IT OVER

INSPECTORS
NIGHT.
LOCKED UP
SEES BRIGHT FUTURE FOR
Former
New York, April
NEW MEXICO STATE VARSITY lice and
Inspectors Sweeney, Murtha,
on trial on
AT

Po-

30.

Hus-se-

In the
deeply interested
progress education lias made In New
and In the opportunities which
your State University has with Dr.
R. Boyd at Us head." So said
Professor Cook "of the Presbyterian
College at Caldwell, Oregon, whn
passed through i.amy last night on im
way to Chicago.
"A great many of us have heard of
Dr. Boyd add we are hopeful that he
will make a success of your State
In a new state, with the
University.
resources such as New Mexico possesses, a bright future should be in
store.
"Out In Oregon we pride ourselves
on the exceedingly low rate of illiter-nrcy- .
Much attentiou is paid to the
education and training of teachers by
the institutes and the state normal
schools, I hear that In New Mexico
you also pay great attention to institute work, your state superintendent,
Mr. White, laying much stress on that
Important branch of training."
CLIMATE AIDS STUDY.
"The bracing air of New Mexico, the

j

'
'

ments charging conspiracy to obstruct justice, will have to be locked
up every night of their trial.
The appellate division of the state
court so decided today in dismissing
a writ of habeas corpus in their behalf last night.
The four inspectors were taken
from prison to the court room, handFor a
cuffed together in taxicabs.
time it looked as if they would be
marched through the streets. The
prisoners sent an urgent appeal to
headquarters for a patrol wagen and
when this request was denied, they
were allowed to procure taxicabs. The
trial was resumed in the supreme
court.

broad expanse of country restful to
the eye, and the energy of bis
tildes, ought to make the new state an
advance-Daviideal one for educational
ment."
The professor chuckled when told
t.at Dr, rj0yd had paid the students
at the State University haven't any
other idea than study.
I should like very much to go to
Santa Fe to be present, at the com- inencenient exercises 01 uie Allison
the
Mission school," continued
"as I hear Dr. Boyd is to giv'a
the claBS address. How unfortunate
for us travelers that Santa- Fe is not
on the main line!"
"Come on up, and see the unique
city r.f America, the only oie where
burros pass through the
d

"

i""""

y

indict-

Thompson,

"l am

PAGE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

30, 1913.

'"g

GUARDING HAYWOOD.
Scores
N. J., April 30
bill which, if passed will bar Japan.
Lee C. Gate,, one of the floor leaders: Senator E A. Birdsall, author of the alien land
Left to right-Sen- ator
of deputy sheriffs and policemen
tem of the senate; Senator E. A. Boynton, floor leader,
W.
pro
Newton
in
Senator
president
Thompson,
land
California;
warmth-bringinmisor
leasing
e,c from owning
streets on their
guarded the court of special sessions
sion,'- said the reporter.
and the ac
for the arraignment of Willtoday
of the California legislature were in session discussing the Japanese situation in California
"On the homeward trip, perhaps," iam D. Haywood, Elizabeth
Gurley
trouble.
in
hand
the
a
take
to
to
California
Japanese
of
State Bryan
replied the visitor, as the staccato Flynn, Carlo Trescka, Patrick Quin- ten of President Wilson in sending Secretary
notes "all aboard" filled the air.
Industrial
tan and Adolph Lessig,
Workers of the World leaders .IndictHOTEL ARRIVALS.
New Mexican Want Ads. always HE STARTED THIS ROW AGAINST THE IAPANESE
New 'Mexican Want
always ed for inciting the silk mill strikers
it.
results.
Try
bring
It.
to riot.
bring results. Try
THE DE VARGAS.
.
Santos Angel and Family, Socorro,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Biggs, Denver.
W. C. Sherman, Amarillo, Texas.
George P. Davison, Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. Sylvannus G. Morley, Santa. Fe.
It. F. Blades, Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Castle, Havana,
wood-lade-

Paterson,

n

--

Thil

i

-

THE LAST WEEK OF THE
" Second Period " Vote Schedule

N

I

SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 3RD, MARKS THE CLOSE OF THE
FOUPTH WEEK OF THE
"QprnNn PPDinrv Aisin
NEW MEXICAN'S GREAT $5,000 PRIZE CONTEST, AFTER 1
WHICH TIME THERE REMAIN BUT THREE MORE WEEKS OF $
THE TIME IS INDEED SHORT, AND CANDI- THE RACE.
DATES WHO ARE COMPETING SHOULD MAKE THE MOST

I

thp

IT. .1. On,

To be awarded the candidates securing

the greatest number

of vo

COIN THE GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

tes in the entire contest, regardless as

to

where

he

or sne resides in

There are those elegant $450 STORY & CLARK PIANOS, First Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.

AN CO., ALBUQUERQUE.
PURCHASED OF LEARN
To be awarded the candidates having the greatest number of votes In each of the four districts, after the grand capital prize
awarded.

hs

been

ll

I

i

and

Sandoval

Family,

W. It Smythe, Elmendorf.
Edward J. Campion, Torrance.
M. C. Lowenstein, New York.
B. F. Runp, Denver.
V. E. Tompkins, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. Sutton, City
J. J. Alexander, San Francisco.
Mrs. Ellen, Texas.
Charles A. Siringo, City.
Al Mathieu, Albuquerque.
O. Withbron, Mineola, Texas.
W. II. Rhodes, St. Louis.
C. J. Dawf, Denver.
M. H. Goldsmith, Los Angeles.
E. M. Biggs, Denver.
Duncan Graham, Denver.
J. A. Johnson, Hodges.
EUROPEAN.
R. E. Higgins, City.
J. L. Lud vig, New Orleans.
T. B. Brown, Missouri.

(!)

tl 000 IN GOLD

Detroit.

Tres Piedras.

1

There is that princely sum,

,

Edward B.

I

OF EVERY DAY.

D.

J. A. Harlan, Albuquerque.
Misse Sloane, New York.
Miss Wallace, New York.
MONTEZUMA.
M. Abraham, New York.
I). C. Huntington, El Paso.
B. H. Languck, Des Moines.
H. A. Coomer, City.
F. C. St rooter, New York.
Mrs. Stroeter, New York.
O. h. Newfoster, Denver.

Senator E. A. Birdsall of California is the man who started all this
against the Japanese which has developed Into an International af
fair. Birdsall is a great believer in America for the Americans and his be-lf has taken the form of a bill against aliens, and by aliens he is hitting
ecpecially it the Japanese. Birdsall is the heavyweight of the California
senate, being the biggest man physically.

it

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
pany.

THE MOST PERFECT FOOT IN ALL THE

There are those splendid $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLES, Second Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.

WORLD

PURCHASED OF NEAL & KIRKPATRICK, AGENTS FOR THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE CO. .SANTA FE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having the second highest number of votes In each of the four districts.

A

There are those beautiful $150 SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS, Third Prizes for
Each of the Four Districts.

BRIDE OF HALF A YEAR NOW FINDS HERSELF ALONE AND ALL
BECAUSE THE PAPERS PRINTED PICTURES OF HER BEAUTIFUL PEDAL EXTREMITY.

(By Laura Cllllam.)
Chicago, 111., April 30. "The foot of
Mrs. Clara Smith Houston is nine
inches long and ten incheB around the
instep. Its length is exactly
of her height in accordance with
Ihe Greek rule of sculpture. It is the
most perfect foot in existence."
This is the resolution which was
unanimously adopted by the international association of chiropidsts held
here recently and which at first
brought great joy to Mrs. Houston's
heart, but later brought a great
deal more sorrow. Never having seen
a "perfect foot" nor c.ne that was pretty, indeed, I went to see one and to
hear incidentally of how it brought
much unhappiuess to its owner simply
of its marvelous beauty!
"The story Is very easily told," said
little Airs. Houston to me as Bhe welcomed me into her little cottage. "It
u
just the story of jealousy of a husband who was jealous of even feet!
Jealous of them because he thought
that the little time I gave to them
ought to be giving to him!
"One day the papers printed the I

PURCHASED OF AND ON EXHIBITION AT H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having the third highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

LOSES ITS OWNER HER HUSBAND

h

There are those delightful VACATION TRIPS Tu THE PACIFIC COAST, Fourth
Prizes for Each of the Four Districts.
To be awarded the candidates having the fourth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

There are those valuable SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE
of

I. C. S.

Fifth Prizes for Each

"

the four Districts.

PURCHASED THROUGH D. MACCURDY,
AGENT, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having .the fifth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.

are those attractive $25

There

of

Prizes for Each

GOLD WATCHES, Sixth

the Four Districts.

PURCHASED OF H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
To be awarded the candidates having the sixth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
AND A COMMISSION

10

ALL

NON-PRIZ-

E

WINNERS';

TWENTY-FIV-

E

BIO PRIZES

VALUED

AT

OVER

'

.

$5,000.

1

VOTE COUPON

VOTING SCHEDULE
and subscription

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY),

NEW MEXICAN.
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKLY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:

The Santa Fe New Mexican's

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
JO VOTES
For

Miss,-Mr-

Address-- .

,

or Mrs.
...

price

of

v-

-

,

-

T;:Jj

RE-

SECOND PERIOD.
From April 21st to May 3rd inclusive the following votes will be
-Issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.
Votes
Price
Old or
Mail Carrier New
3 Months
....$1.25 $ 1.50 3,000
6 Months
3.00
2.50
8,000
1 Year
6.00
5.00
20,000
12 00
2 Year
10,00
50,000
5 Years....
25.00 30.00 150,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 10 votes'.
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.

Price

.;

Mail
Year
2 Years
S Years

$ 1.00

1

;

2.00
5.00

Votes
Old or
New

MRS. CLARA SMITH AND

2,500
7,500
20,000

This is positively the GREATEST AND MOST LIBERAL PRIZE CONTEST EVER INAUOU-RATEBY ANY NEWSPAPER IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. The Santa Fe New
Mexican presents an opportunity of a lifetime to the
energetic men and
women of - this State to secure prizes worth hundreds of dollars for a few weeks'
work. Get In the race and get your share of the valuable prizes
otjered. It costs nothing to try.
wide-awak- e,

-

ft

THE WORLD'S PERFECT FOOT.

an old man from whom I expected the
best and kindest treatment. It was
just more than I could stand and
decided to leave him at once.
"I decided thatif a man was so jealous that he would not even allow me
to boast of a perfect foot and to pay
some attention to Us care I had best
give up birn and all the luxuries with
which-h-e
had provided me town and
country house, horses, automobiles,
servants and what-not- .
Everything ex'
"Imagine that! I, a bride of five cept the one thing happiness.
"So that's bow my perfect foot lost
months and only 22 years old, and he

ffcet that the chiroptets had just pro- nounced my "foot the prefect one of the
world. The next day he sent me this
telegram from a nearby city where he
was visting:
.
'"Friend Wife Congratulations cn
putting your best foot forward. Notk-iclike notoriety, no matter how
cheap. Send your picture to the pink
journals and call on me for cash with
vhlch to advertise yourself further,
Your husband.'

X

me my husband."
ANNIVERSARY

OF TREATY.

St. Louis, Mo., April 30.

The

hun-dre-

d

and tenth anniversary of the
signing of the Louisiana
purchase
treaty was scheduled to be observed
in St. Louis this afternoon by the ediMemorial
fication of the Jefferson
building, a $450,000 structure at the
entrance to the old Louisiana purchase exposition grounds in Forest

'

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1913.
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ELKS' SMOKER

PICTURES

MOTION

OF

THE

GREAT TENNIS

CHAMPION'S

" SERVE."

FAMOUS

Delicious Hot Chocolate.

BOXING

28
;

- October'! chilly days suggest
amethlnj
warm for the loner man.
We're ready.
We're eerviog bot chocolate made from
choice product ; noted for
inUtufir-- f ite purity, excellence sud
deliciouBiieM of Uavor.
We don't know of any other store
chocolato too
that Beires
expensive, perhaps. It's different at OURS
there's nothing too good for our patrons.

28

ROUNDS

tfytr

BENEFIT OF

s

NINE O'CLOCK

P. M.

m A rl
ATTflHW E VG
FOR TIME EXTENSION.
.AttornWashington, D. C, April

r--

6 ROUNDS EACH 6
YOUNG RIVERS, Albuquerque,

'vs.

KID, Albuquerque.

105 lbs. Ring Side.

JOHNSON, Albuquerque,
vs.
BENNY CARSON, Albuquerque,
130 lbs. Ring Side.

fi

o

1f

L

--

n

national tennis champion, are snapshots taken during an exhibition game. From left to right they show the various positions of the champion
is delivered
v.t,ile makeing his famous serve. Mcl aughlin just barely clears the net with the ball and sends it with such speed that It can scarecely be seen. The speed with which the ball
and its closeness to the top of the net are confusing and the bound of the bail is so low that it is almost impossible for an opponent to "drive" it back to the champion. The champion's serve
throws him Into position to receive the return. There is never an instant when he is not "set."
of Maurice

These pictures

E. McLaughlin,

CARNIVAL

ELKS' GALA

OF STAR BOXING

TONIGHT
ONE OF
.

BEST

THE

CARDS

PRESENTED

FOR

THE FISTIC

SP0RT.-4H-

IS ON

9

AT

THE
E

EVER

LOVERS OF
SHOW

P.M.

Tonight at 9 o'clock, and immediately after- the picture snow has had its
inning at the Elks' opera house, the
bis boxing carnival under the auspices of the local lodge of Elks and directed by that past master of the fistic game, Mark Levy of Albuquerque,
will hold the boards, and the lovers
of cleaa pport and scientific boxing
Will be given a rare treat in the program which will be presented for their
The tick&ts which have
approval.
been on sale for the past two days
are fast being taken up and the indications are for a crowded house.
The promoter, accompanied by the
principals, trainers and seconds arrived this morning from Albuquerque by automobiles and a look at the
principals at once clearly indicated
the fact that they were all prime and
fit for the sounding of the gong.
Director Levy will select the winner
of one of the bouts to fill the preliminary for the big bout on July 4th
at Los Angeles, as Promoter
has requested him to furnish
him with an l 133 pounder for that
big event, and the go between "Jack"
Torres and "Kid" Stern will no doubt
y

A--

Kansas City at Toledo.
MIKE BACA CONFIDENT.
pect to trim the fast White Sox.
THRILLING MOMENTS
Milwaukee at Louisville.
The White Sox' will not be caught
local boy "Mike" Baca is in
ON THE DIAMOND
been
as
also
have
practhe pink of condition and has finished asleep,
they
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
training and is resting up today pre- ticing. Both teams are out every
(.By Edward Ly ell. Fox.)
At Brooklyn
paratory to putting tue championship evening at five o'clock at the college
Over the cliff, rising abruptly from
..3 10 1 the
aspirations of one "Young Canole" on grounds practicing, and yesterday New York
liarlem low.lauds, goes to meet
the shelf; and as he has all the ear- afternoon several fans took a walk to Brooklyn
'....5 9 2 the apartment
houses on the heights,
marks of making good both in science the grounds to see the boys toss the
Ames, Crandall and Meyers, Wil- - twiliMit is descending the yellowing
to
and ability
land the 'haymaker" pill around the lot. Those who snw son; Ragan, Allen and Miller.
light of a humid at tornoon in June.
there will be no idle moments during the boys practicing yesterday say that
Below it, rimming a great palace of
the 6 rounds he is booked to go with next Sunday we will see a fast game
At Boston
green, of a diamond shaped of dark
"Canole." Besides he will have the as all the boys are 'practicing in earn1
Philadelphia
dirt, caught at its corners by four
solid support and sympathy of the est and will try hard to win.
2
Eoston
white uags( sweep the wooden stands
local fans, and that will help some in
Brennan and Killifer; James and of the Polo grounds. And, scattered
The Salmon Grays team is composed
retaining his nerve and cheer him on of old timers who have been seen in Whalen.
through them, bare specks against the
in his efforts to climb the pugilistic
(11 innings.)
the local diamond for several years;
countless tiers of seats, are 2,000 peoladder.
team the Anderson
ple black, like flies on some great
The 130 pound cTass bout of 6 they have in their
At Chicago
sheet of yellow gummed paper. But
rounds between "Al" Johnson and brothers, Bill Parsons, Jim, Lopez, Cincinnati
Ward and other stars. All the local
ne understand the phenomena a
"Benny" Carson, both pupils of the tuna
ltnnur ilin liinfl nf hall Dan nndiCllicagO
scant 2,000, with the Giants at home
Mark Levy school will be a hummer
Ar
and
and
Pierce
S"SS8
Clarke;
oi a June day. The huge scoreboard,
as in each of their former contests Louie Anderson play, and Bill Par-- cher '
rearing its ugly bulk above the disthey have shown "class" and each one sons who has been practicing this,
tant bleachers, tells that they are
has his staunch backers, and the fact week seems to be as good as ever and
At Pittsburg
to flat tor uie last inning a
coming
that a big delegation of friends of he will play short stop for his team
1
6 10
St. Louis
i;
hopeless formality at best, for St.
both have, made the trip, to the city next Sunday.
1
6
Pittsburg
lj Louis leads, 4 runs to' 0. No wonder
to see this special bout leaves the
Manager Lopez, of the Grays, said
Steel and McLean Robinson, Ferry the crowd
has dwindled to a mere
impression that the main bout of the this morning that he was confident his an(j Simon, Kelly.
scattering. Too bad! The Giants need
evening will have nothing on this go, team will win tneir nrst game sunaay.
every game. Chicago and Pittsburg
Poth will weigh in at o'clock at 130 Manager Dan Ortiz, of the Whits Sox,
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
are
crowding hard.
has
his
been
team
pounds.
playing better
says
At Philadelphia
,
About to leave, one of the party deThe bahtaul or 105 pound go be- uail this year than ever before and
2
Washington
tains us.
tween "Young" RivofSj and the
has defeated strong teams and that
0
"Aw. stay," he says, disgustedly.
Kid is also affording the he knows his team i going against a Philadelphia and Ainsniith Plank and
Johnnson
"Watch Sallee strike out the side!"
friends of both boys food for much fast team
Sunday, but he says ho ex Lapp.
We remember he bet a straw hat on
argument as to which boy will land pects to win easy.
the Giants. So we settled back in our
the decision. Betting at Albuquerque
At New York
seats and watch Sallee, the St. Louis
seemed to be even, but both boys
0
8 13
Boston .
pitcher Sallee, a living beanpole, who
have staunch backers and some lively
2
1 10
New York
has had the Giants at his mercy all
betting tonight will help to make
Bedient and Cady; Schulz, Hoff and afternoon. Now he begins his gyrathese little fellows go the limit in
Sweeney, Gossett.
tions, and as his long; slender arms
landing the decision.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
meet overhead we see a confident
The delegation from Albuquerque
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
At Detroit
smirk come into his face. He knows
in automobiles were met at the out4
11
..733
Chicago
8 11
3 this last
.
inning will be easy.
skirts of the city by a half dozen New York . . . . c
3
8
.727 Chicago
(
3 12
.'At the plate, Doyle, his bat jerking
Detroit
machines filled with local admirers,
3
5
.625
,
Philadelphia
. Cicotte
and Schalk Dubuc and Mc- - nervously, stands waiting.
Then he
R
chaperoned by J. Porter Jones, Mike Fittsburg
.571
.6
Kee.
swings a swift movement typical of
Stanton and Jake Levy, and are being Brooklyn
6
6
.500
the man and the ball goes buzzing
entertained by these gentlemen in Si. Louis
7
.500
7
At St. Louis
over the ground toward shortstop.
conjunction with the hustling mem- Boston
9
2
.182.
0
Cleveland
Comes a sharp throw by tiny Hauser
bers of the entertainment committee Cincinnati
.154
2
11
2
of St. Louis, tut Doyle's fleet feet have
St. Louis
of the local lodge of Elks. After the
Gregg and Carisch; Baumgardner carried him to first ahead of the ball.
show tonight a smoker will be held at
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
and Agnew.
Still the scoreboard reads 4 to ft and
'
the club house and the big night will
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
the stands are silent. It's just' the
be brought to a fitting close with
2
9
.818
Philadelphia
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Giants' last gasp.
.
lunch, music, etc.
4
.714
10
Cleveland
Now red headed Murray slouches up
The promoter, together wllh the
3
7
.700
At Indianapolis
to the plate and sends another ball
members of the entertainment com- Washington
8 '
9
.529
2
15
St. Paul
toward shortstop. This time
.'.........11
mittee are conferring this afternoon Chicago
bounding.
7
.438
9
- 7
St. Louis
9
.
Hauser wheels deftly and throws to
for the purpose of selecting referee, Pcston
5
8
.385 Indianapolis
Krager and James; Schardt, Har Huggins at second base. Doyle is
timers,, etc., and the names will be Detroit
5
10
.333
Merz and Clark, Vann.
t
forced out, and as he turns to the
announced before the opening of the New York
2
10
.167 ington,
bench we see him scowl. Coming in
contests.
he has noticed something. An irritat-At Columbus-Minnea- polis
Don't forget the hour S p. m. Get
WESTERN LEAGUE.
8 10 .5
grin has settled on Bailee's face
your tickets at Fischer's or from
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
4 4 4 the sort of a grin expressing tolerant
Columbus
Prices
members of the committee.
9
.900
Denver
Olmstead, Liebhardt and W. Smith, pity. And this from lowly St. Louis
?1, $1.50 and $2.00.
8
.800
Lincoln
to the New York Giants.
Owens; Cole, Maroney and Smith.
8
.727
St Joseph
Off first, Murray is dancing, but not
At Louisville
5
.500
WHITE SOX TO PLAY
iCmaha
for long. Seymour, the next batter,
5
.455
SALMON GRAYS SUNDAY, jSioux City
3 9 1 swings at the first ball
a white arc
Milwaukee
3
.300
iDts Moines
4 5. 1 mounting out toward center field and
Louisville
2
.200
Local fans will be glad to hear that;Topeka
Cutting, Braun, Nicholson and Mar- dropping ending in the waiting glove
1
.100
the two rival city teams the White v. ichita
of Oakes.
shall; Powell and Clemens,
Sox and Salmon Grays have come '.o
Two are out. The Giants are four
enWHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
terms and will meet in their first
runs behind. Fewer dark specks are
At Toledo-Ka- nsas
NATIONAL LEAGUE
counter of the season next Sunday
4 scattered through the yellow stands.
City
Cincinnati at Chicago.
afternoon.
Last year they started a
7 10 4 Some vague forms
Toledo . . .,
that have been
St. Louis at PitUbitf&h.
game in October but they didn't fiuibh
Rhodes, Zabel and O Conner; James watching tha game from the elevated
one
Boston.
of
at
on
the
arose
it as a dispute
Philadelphia
and Kruger.
railroad tracltB disappear magically, as
New York at Brooklyn.
umpire's decisions, and they didn't
if through some great trapdoor.
finish the game. Those who saw that
COLLEGE GAMES.
Bridwell, always trying, steps beAMERICAN LEAGU- E-game say that it was the. hardest
At Philadelphia
side the plate and waits cautiously.
Chicago at Detroit.
fought game ever seen in Santa Fe for
University of Pennsylvania and Le- We watch him, but an Instant later
Cleveland at St Louis.
a long time.
high university, 5 to 5 at the end of see Murray dash toward second.
Boston at New York.
The Grays organized last week an.1
ninth.
Phelps, the St. Louis catcher,' lets him
elected Romulo S. Lopez, manager, and
Like
Poor Giants!
Washington at Philadelphia.
gc unmolested.
Daniel W. Anderson, captain. They
At Princeton
Sallee, Phelps Is grinning. But In their
7 12
LEAGUE.
have been practicing for the last t.vi
Princeton .
. WESTERN
grins carelessness has replaced confi
6 9
weeks and next Sunday they will play
Columbia
dence. A moment later Sallee gives
Minneapolis at Columbus.
St. Paul at Indianapolis.
their first game of the season, and ex:
Bridwell a base on balls.
(Eleven innings.)
Our

eys for the Union Pacific filed today
with the supreme court their brief in
McRey-noldreply to Attorney General
objections to a longer extension of time than July 1 for an agreement upon a dissolution plan. The
railroad lawyers contended that to
allow only unlil July and no further
extension would be inadequate) and
s'

f

REGULAR DIVIDEND
New York, X. Y., April 2.3. The
I'nited States Steel corporation today
Its regular quarterly divideclared
dends of 1
per cent on the common
fttnnk and
nn the tireferred stock.
U. S. STEEL'S

MIKE BACA, The Santa Fe. Wonder,
vs.
YOUNG CANOLE, The Fast Al-- .
buquerquean.
130 lbs. Ring Side.

--

LJ

mandate modified to permit the circuit court to determine the question.

AL

--

DC.

H L'VLE R 3 always fresh. If you're
of 'bo city, we'll express it to you.

u.

3 PRELIMINARIES 3
INSURRECTO

PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR

Served with dainty, crisp Slackers,

B.P.O.E. 460
Wednesday, April 30,

A

1

4

Superb
Chocolates

THE

AH other chocolates seem

BIG BOUT
Jack Torres
v

The Undefeated, Albuquerque,

vs

KID STERN,
The Wild Cat, Albuquerque,
135 Lbs. Ringside.

just ordinary after you once
try &uf&& They are just,
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler' line
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that
will
unconsciously
people
judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
carry. We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc up.

LIVINGCOSTS
REDUCED BY
MOTORCYCLE
-

A motorcycle reduced the cost
of living for C. B. Gesney, Cin-

cinnati.

When he bought It, he moved
to the country to Alexandria- fifteen miles away.
He rides daily to and from
his work in Cincinnati,
Never
misses.
In 8 months he rode 5,350
miles through the clean, fresh
air. ' Gained 10 pounds. Used
only 88 gallons of gasoline.
BETTER
CHEAPER living
livingl
A motorcycle will do the same
for you..
Come in or write for details.

BASEBALL

.

POPE MOTOR CYCLES

;

A

!

of admission in
as both are anxious to qualify
the engagement booked for the

be worth the price-Itself,
to fill

4th of July.

The Last Deed
Weekly No. 9

LUBI- N-"

S'

THEATRE

To Night
--

PATH-

Clean Sport,

KALEM
KALEM-

,

-"

"The Indian Maid's Warning

Jones's Jonah Day

1 0 stzid.

-

EVENTS
"-DRAMA

&

ng:

fciOO.OO

$105.00

Supplies

?
127 San Francisco St., Santa Fe,

M.

U.

.

Scientific Boxing.

EEEST
OF

UNDER DIRECTION

INTERSGHOLASTIG

MABK LEVY,
Director

of

New

Mexico

Association.

AUSPICES

,t

-

Elks' Opera House, Wednesday
Evening, April 30.

One

and

$1.00, $1.50

Ringside Seats on Stage,

$2.00

one-thi-

15 Cents.

fare from

on Certificate Plan, pro
Vlding fifty or more
are in attendance.
From Santa Fe

$4.60

Ticdets on Sale May 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
Return Limit, May 5th. I9IJ.
,

H. S. LUTZ,

ELKS

rd

all points In New Mexixo to
Albuquerque and Return

$4.60

MEDY

M.'

May 3d, 1913.
OF

B. P. O. E. 460

Tickets,

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Athletic

AMA

RRENT

Bicycles-Repairi-

(250.00
S2I5.00

PASH BROTHERS,

"-DR-

"-CU-

E-"

Pope

gggggses

..12

"KID STERN."

.
chain drive......
Model M5h. p. chain drive......
Model K Bin 4 h. p beltdrive....
Model H llsrht weight, belt drive
Magneto Equipped.

JACK TORRES,
Very Clever Artist.

4-

....

T

Overhead Valve Motors
ModelL7-8h,p-

mi

. . . Agent.

mm

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

papp. Kive

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

30;" 1913.

N. M. CENTRAL
WILL PROBABLY
BE SOLD SOON

UNITED STATES. BANK S TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00

A

PERSONALS
(Owing to the great interest mani
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

Very Large Display of
BEAUTIFUL

Thaia

TiWTnrt

i m mini i n

mmiiia

wnw

iimii iiiiiiininiiimii

SEU6HAN

ADOLF

GOODS

DRY

CO,

MILLINERY

John S. Wenrtl, attorney for the
Pittsburgh, Trust company which company is plaintiff in the bankruptcy
Are
case against the New Mexican CenDoes
LOWEST.
tral railroad, has notified all the attorneys in the case that, he will enter
final decree for the sale of the road,
Your Patronage Solicited
in the district court next week. The
holds
company
Pittsburgh Trust
125 Palace Ave
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson will not be
bonds against the road for $2,000,000,
Cashier
E.
W.
tomorrow.
GRIFFIN,
N. B. LAIGHLIN, President. which, together with accumulated in- at home
,
Miss Wallace of
"WEDDING"
terest, amounts to an indebtedness of Miss Sloane andthe
J. B. LAMY,
are
I)e Vargas.
at
New
York,
$3,606,895, on January 1, 1913.
It is
BE
C. E. Castle, tourists
SOCIAL EVENT
Mrs.
and
Mr.
hoped that the sale will amount to from
Havana, North Dakota, are' hi
OF
enough to satisfy the claim, though
there is no telling, at this wr.iting, the City.
Addiand
Mrs.
W.
II.
IVJrs.
Lloyd
what the road will bring. Some time
tomorilly High School Correspondent.)
it was rumored that both the San- son Hall will not be at home,
ago
One of the most popular young
1 ta Fe
row,
Thursday.
&
Rio Grande
and the Denver
Gilbert Mirabal, of the slate land ladies of Santa Fe, Miss Phyllis
would like to buy the road if they
office
force has laid off for u few days illayne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
could get it for about a million. This
iConsiiflo Bergere, will be united in,
of illness.
is not verified, however,
and just on account
1 what the road will bring is hard to
Henry Roder, representing Texas oil the holy bonds of matrimony with Mr.
determine at this time. Judge Ab- interests, was in town yesterday, and Dorothy Hay ward, a promising young
divinity student. The service will take:
bott will return from holding court has left for Las Vegas.
J at
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
M. T. Dunlavy, and Ira L. Grim-shaplace in the first story of the Catron'
Aztec next Saturday, and court will
returned last evening from at- school building, Thursday evening,
be in session here the coming week.
clergyman, I
May 1. The officiating
The bonds held by the Pittsburgh tending, court in Kstancia.
J. E. Miller of the Valley lianc was j(ov Gertrude Gormley will join them
company were originally against the
See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots In one of the
over in in wedlock at 9: lid p. in.
old Santa Pe Central operating be- in town yesterday, coming
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
The wedding train will be as foltween here and Torrance. In 1908, good time in his automobile.
Judge E. R. Wright will probably lows: Maid of honor,, Dorothy
when the coal fields were opened up
best man, Marion Burroughs,
at Hagan it was proposed to build a return from Estancia, tonight, where
line from Moriarty to Albuquerque, he has been attending court.
!rng
bearer, Helen Winter; flower girl,
Edward B. Sandoval , and family .Miriam
Lulu'
with a branch from Frost to Hagan.
ushers,
Cartwright;
The Santa Fe Central had then been are here from Tres Piedras. They Ki ick and Jean Law.
Montezuma.
the
built some six or seven years.
The happy couple w ill leave on the
At are stopping at
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
Mrs. G. W. Hoover has left for 12: (13 train for
that time the Albuquerque & Eastern
Tesuque, where they!
will visit
was incorporated
bride's relations for sev-- i
the
visit
and afterwards Quiucy, Illinois, wherefor she
jv.ill
some time.
friends and relatives
Phone, 189 J.
merged into the present. New Mexico
and oral weeks. will
Charles A. Siringo,
was intended then to
Central.
It
be beautifully decoThe rooms
Mexico.
back
is
New
:
of
Santa
:
detective
writer
Fe,
stories,
119 San Francisco St.,
take up the bonds of both roads,
in a color scheme of red audi
rated
he
where
Duke
the
from
spent
City
which however, was never done. The
jjcllow, the bride suitably gowned in;
a few days on business.
4M.444.-.-H.-l-present bonds are those of the old
and imitation
elq,th
and Digneo, ninsi- - white cheese
Lorenzo
Messrs.
Santa Pe Central, and have nothing clnriK nf Santa Fe. leave
'Ciuney lace, and the rest of the wed-for
Saturday
to do with the bonds of the AlbuP'"'ty harmoniously attired,
the closing exer-- !
A final decree Madrid to plav at
querque & Eastern.
All are cordially
invited to be
to sell the road will probably
be cises of the school inthere.
the north- - present at this crowning event of the,
from
came
Baca
James
passed and an order of sale made of east
part of the stale last night, where reason and will be hospitably welcom-hthe main line. No objections have
providing they pay 10 cents
has been on a business- trip' eon-M- .
been filed to Judge Loriu C. Collins'
in connection with the high
This,
New .Mexican.
with
r.ected
the
report, recently made on the Santa
A. C. school entertainment to be held at the
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
and
Romero
J.
Sheriff
Deputy
Fe Central.
The present road, the
town 'same time and place, is given for the
New Mexico Central, is doing a big Durtless, of Albuqureque, are in
benefit of the boys' track team which
business and Is one of the prosperous cn official business and shaking hands
with their many friends in Santa Fe. is to attend the meet at Albuquerque
traffic lines of this section.
Mrs. Lee Riley, who has been vis- jMay 3.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best BOARD OF ENGINEERS
iting her daughter, Mrs. M. J. McGuin-noss- ,
for the past two months, left
NOT GUILTY IS THEIR PLEA,
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
IS APPOINTED BY
for her home in Kansas City, Mo., to;
Chicago, 111., April 30. The naCOMMERCE COMMISSION.
tional commission, "supreme court of
day.
Dalton C. Huntington, of El Paso, baseball" at its meeting here today
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W Prominent Men Will Assist in Formuis here in the interest of a company may take cognizance ot tne proposed
lating Plans for the Physical Valua- that is
placing adding machines, call- - congressional investigation of the al
tion of Railroads.
ed on the capitol employes and olii- - leged "baseball trust" it was reportA statement,
ed.
cers, today.
insisting on the
Washington, D. C, April 30. The
J. A. French and J. guiltlessness of organized
State
baseball,
Engineer
interstate commerce- commission to- W. Johnson, of the engineer's office, and declaring necessary to its preserday announced the personnel of the are expected home tonight. II. K, vation the national agreement and
board o fengineers to assist in formu- Morgans will remain at Elmendorf the reserve clause in
players colating plans for the physical valua for some two weeks.
ntacts, it. was said, probably would
to
have
direct
tion of railroads and
John Looney who has been attend- be the form in which notice of the incharge of the carrying into effect of ing the federal court as plaintiff in vestigation asked
Congressman
the plans. The members of the board a case in which he is interested, has Gallagher would be by
taken.
to
and
will
jare:
return
The commission's session promised
gone to Monero
IS A GREAT COYIFORT, We have some of the
R. A. Thompson, now engaged in this
to be a long one. In addition to con- city in a few days.
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Mavaluation work for the California
Colonel Branson M. Cutting, pub sideration of the Cobb hold out case,
state railroad commission, and form- lisher of the Santa Fe New Mexican, in which the eligibility of the Detroit
attract the eye and meet the purse.
some
Handsome
in
with
work
We also have
similar
Furniture,
erly engaged
left on the limited latit night for a star was to be passed upon, there
Ithe Texas commission,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is disshort visit in New York. He was ac- were numerous other problems, some
Prof. W. D. Pence, chief engineer of
played in our show windows. We ask you to
companied by Miguel A. Otero, Jr. from minor leagues, to be taken up.
the Wisconsin railroad and tax comsee this set and also a great variety of Dishes
Raymond Avery, one of the Avery
missions, engaged in valuation woi. twin brothers, well known ranchmen ANOTHER BOMB THROWN
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
J. S. Worley, of Kansas City, Mo., in the
BUT TO NO AVAIL.
Arroyo Hondo district, is sera consulting engineer.
iously ill at St. Vincent's sanitarium,
Cripple Creek, Colo., April 30 A
M.
of
Howard
JoneB,
Nashville, and was
operated on last evening for dynamite bomb was thrown into the
Tenu., a consulting and bridge engin- appendicitis.
home of Mrs. Nora narnum, at mideer.
J. F. Collins, popularly known as night last night. The bomb failed to
CO.
AND
E. F. Wendt, of Pittsburg, Pr., presJack, who is visiting here, has been explode and Night Marshal William
ident of the American Society of Civil entertained a good deal, and we opine
Mabry removed it from the house.
now
engineering
directing
Engineers,
has a warm spot in his heart for San- Mrs. Barnum lives within three blocks
on the Pittsburg and Lake Erie rail- ta Fe, notwithstanding that he is now of the home of James Bacon, which
road.
located in Albuquerque.
was wrecked by an explosion Monday
The commission hopes to effect arColonel George W. Prichard iB ex- morning.
rangements by which an officer of the pected home tomorrow from EstanThe condition of Bacon who was
array corps of engineers may be add- cia, where he has been attending seriously Injured,, in the Monday
ed to the board.
court. Colonel Prichard was appoint morning explosion when his wife and
were killed, is slightly
ed prosecutor in a criminal case
TWO MEN CREMATED.
there which he won for the state.
today.
improved
men
Kansas City, April 30. Two
Mrs. Sylvanus Griswold Morley has
were reported to have burned to death arrived from the east and is register- mminJirinnanjirLTiuxanjuuTJuxtru-uj- ;
130
:
Main.
or
Phone,
Night
Day
License Numbers,
a fire that practically destroyed the ed at the De Vargas hotel. Mrs. Morannex to the Helping Hand institute,
Next Door to Postoff ice.
ley returned from Yucatan in Feba cheap three-storlodging house at ruary with her little daughter. Mr.
aftthis
streets
Fourth and Wyandotte
Morley is expected to arrive in New
ernoon. Several lodgers were asleep York
Saturday May 3. Accompanied
in the building.
by Jesse NusL'aum he has been ex1
fflm
ploring the island of Cozumel, off Yu
--s
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a General Banking Business

lunar

Our Prices

Muchj

THE

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT
TO

THIS

t.

Ladies' Collars

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

low

25c to $2.48

Prices from

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

THE SEASON:

INSURE

l

Is modern.
Is well located.
Is close in.
Is in a good neighborhood.
Is a home.
Is, best of all, offered at .'i reasonable
price,

DON DIEGO ADDITION

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE

JOSEPH

HAYWARD HAS IT.

WHY BE BAKED OVER

A

HOT STOVE?

When you can'buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine

assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all

high-grad-

e

chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of mo.'.t delicious coffee in a few minutes.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

j

-

'

Buggies and 5addlcfs a Specialty.

Carpet

de

-

AKERS

ESTATE,

j

j

THE

MANAGER,-

HAYWARD,

IF IT'S REAL

v

A Rug Or A

B.

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

-

CORRICK LIVERY

secure "your

If you contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of

;

O. C. WATSON & CO.

AND RtST CONTENT.

WITH IIAVWARD

THE STAR- PROPRIETOR.
BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES.

,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

II

66-6-

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE,

310 San Francisco St.

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

WAGNER' UNDERTAKING
FURNITURE

-

M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J

116

--CHENEY

OAUSTEO STREET.

KRICK- e-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

"

i

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 fe efficient,

you would specify

catan.
J. E. Clark, former superintendent
E & CO. of public instruction, came in last night
from the nori hern part of the state. Mr.
Clark has been away from the city
fcr several weekB, being engaged in
Where Quality Governs the Price the automobile business. He reports
sales as excellent, the people waking
and Price the Quality
hit. to the convenience and often the
necessity of the use of the automobile. Mrs. Clark and the children are

u c

Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomencss of
all foods sold in our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. Inferior
goods are not sold by us. We
leave that to those who wish-tHIGH
take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT is the basis
upon which we want our
Please
reputation to rest.
remember this.

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load
Boss Patent Flour.

COUPON :S0ND
(F.c-Simi- le

Water-Mar-

1

Of

Monarch Canned
ds,
Richelieu Canned Qooda,
Hunt's Hand Peeled California Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S
(Jot

k)

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

Tea and Coffee.

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
H, S. KAUliE
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. 9 Let us show you samples.
Where Prices
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.

(

PURE FOODS

The De Luxe Business Paper

.

i'l Detroit, Mich.
J. D. Biggs and wife, parents of
Mrs. M. S. Groves who have been the
guests of the popular corporation commissioner, M. S. Groves, left this
morning for their home in Denver.
They are on their return from a trip
to California.
They were accompanied by their son, E. M. Biggs, who
Mr.
was viBiting his brother-in-law- ,
Groves, the past week and who came
in yesterday from a trip to other
points in the state.
W. R. Smythe, who has charge of the
road prisoners at Elmendorf, and who
waa fonneily a resident of this city.
was In the capital yesterday, having
brought In four prisoners from that
camp. There were seven prisoners in
that camp, all of whom were Old Mex-ico men, and the alluring light of the

.

:

their birth was!
so enticing that three of them quietly
departed for that real. It was deemed
advisable, with such seductive terri- tory In sight to bring the remaining
four-- back to the penitentiary. Probably convicts not so easily affected by
the vista of Old Mexico, will be placed
on the road work at that point.
blood-drenc-

h

land

of

SOuff Orpingtons

PRESBYTERIAN

EGGS FOR HATCHING

CHURCH

OUR LINE OF

EXTRA FANCY600DS
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.

Below you will find
you may be sure of

articles
getting

at any time at our store

:

Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichcke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish In Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
C. & B. Parmasan Cheese in
Bottles
Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Oilve Oil
Pure French Olive Oil''
Heinz Preserved Fruit in Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

We also have a full line

Of

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

$2.00.3 EGGS

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

Tne early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer

May 14th to June 1st.

1

FRESH

EGGS JFOR

THE

ar

CO.

Bst

CHAS. A. WHEELQN,
315 Palace
Phone 204 J.

Dales of Sale, May 10
Ave.

n mm

INSURANCE
Fire,

For Ssf Quality.

EXTENDED

RETURN

to

IJ.19I3.

LIMIT

By depositing tickets with Joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
For

Further Particulars

Cat! On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

Life, Accident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE

Are Your Trees

City Property, Farms

Strong and Healthy?

Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc

"RED APPLE PAINT
will make them so.

April and May are the months fo
painting your fruit trees for pro
tection from all kinds of insects.

All

K i n d s
Of
PROF. MILLER IS ASST. SEC.
IIIIIMlllllllltllll
Washington, D. C, April 30. Secretary Lane today announced the selecGROCERY
CO.
MODERN
Telephone 194 W., Room
tion of Prof. Adolph C. Miller, of
to
bo first assistant
Berkeley, Calif.,
LAUGHLIN building,
secretary of the interior department.
The nomination will be set to the sen
. NEWMEXICO
SANTA FB
ate in the near future. He has been si ?
professor at the University ot Califor- - 5
Scratch Pads of all descriptions an
nia since 1902. Prevlptsly he had ,3
ws3.
.
p an qualities, 10 pounds for &0 cent
been on the .faculty of fee University c ,
"
"
I New
Mexican offloa
-- '
of ChleagOSK
1rhnnfljuwuinnnliufvnruinnnnnntnn
.

Trip Rate from Santa Fe

Round

U

8

$54.35

TABLE.

Surety Bonds
FINE CANDIES

ATLANTA, GA.

Try Rhoads' Patent Tree Paint.
and Guaranteed by

Mad

F. RHOADS,
J. NOVELTY
WORKS,
104 QALISTEO ST.,

Telephone

157 W.

New Mexican Want
bring resultB. Try it

SANTA FE.N.M.

Ads

, always

3AIUA

PABE StX

Santa Fe

THE

New Mexican

H

NEW

.

mWM

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS

WT. 3VI.

SUBSCRIPTION
15.00
12.50
$1.00

Dally, per year, by mall
Dally,

tlx months, by mall

Weekly, per year

Weekly, six months

OF SANTA FE
in 1870.

bank's endurance and strength.
the test of
determines Its adaptability to changing condition. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but. the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenrime

Is

Growth

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July, Is
one and two room cabins or rooms In main building.
Yours?

RATES

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Daily, per quarter, by oarrler

Vice-Pre.-ide-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Stauffer
Charles
J. Wight Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

L. A. HUGHES,

The Oldest Bank in the State. - Organized

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
M.

NET PROFITS, $250,000

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

.......

Bronson M. Cutting

AMD

J. PALEN,
President.

R.

Entered as Second Class Matter at tho Santa Fo Postofflce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
New
Review
Mexican
The
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1913.

11.25
$1.50
$ .50

rn e

Booklet Free on Request

te
NEW MEXICO.

VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH,

needs.
Credit and Deposit
Commercial Bill discounted.
opened. Letter of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSale
and Purchases effected.
Telegraphlo
change
transfer of money made.
It I Important for every business house to establish
bank
with a strong, service-givinbanking relation
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificate
t-day

g

to obliteration in a few years. Hospital.
Doctor Kalke officiated.
I subject
of Uncle Sam was called tojcently the former patient found that
AO THE BYSTANDER
of Deposit
them. Your Uncle, is quite inclined, the surgeon on sewing up the wound
99
MO
SEES IT
Confer with our officer In regard to your banking
cares had forgotten a sponge which has
even with all the multifarious
business.
burden him, to look after those posed in his (Montgomery's) interior
assets which are of value and which since the ordeal.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
HOMESICKNESS.
Counsel for Doctor Kalke holds that
Assistant Cashier.
help to build up this section of our
Cashier.
how
many
Alas,
action should have been brought imcountry.
to
from
their sleep
Vake
say,
FOUR PER CENT
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Santa Fe has so much in these spe- mediately following the operation.
"How fair this dawning hour would
cial values that are bound to grow, Counsel for Montgomery contends that
be
i he had known about the sponge he
to share with me, that we eannot afford to allow them to
wart
thou
here
If
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 O Love, so long away!"
deteriorate or go to decay. I am call- 'would certainly have done so. The deBUSINESS OFFICE 286
in mistak1 saw the little stanza in a paper the
ing attention to this particular asset, lay, he states, was caused
acute indigestion
the
for
sponge
ing
to
seems
in
be
as
the
it
now,
as
me
just
struck
and
it
other day
just
and,
OWN MERITS.
greatest danger. We all want to re- and ther .intestinal ailments;,
ON
the wail of one who was homesick.
some
seems
for
next
to
be
month,
to
tain the "oldest house" as one of our accordingly, the statute of limitations
hung
is natural for young people
The case of Delgadillo, sentenced
It
dees not apply.
- SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
reason to have awakened a good deal of mawkish sympathy. The Albuquer- have that awful, feeling of homesick- big assets.
.
sets forth that during
Montgomery
defender.
as
his
home
from
first
Herald
when
ness
go
appears
they
que
all these seven years he has suffered
Tho declaration that he is a victim of tuberculosis in its advanced stage, and can't get there. Every youngster
EDITORS. tortures in his adominal regions, and
official
received
to
have
ratification,
seem
to
time,
the
not
who has gone away for the first time AMONG
does
present
up
that his ca3e has baffled the Jackson- to school' has felt it to a greater or
as his physician has not yet given out his verdHt. The man was ill with
into
seem
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
He spent $10,000, he
vllle
but
to
Santa
removed
was
It
Fe,
Can't.
physlcans.
Who
reports
less degree. That it comes in later
Says
pneumonia at tho time he
that the
The streets of Tucumcari this week! avers, before discovering
in those cases
dicate that he has recovered and has grown steadily bettor. Hejvas con- life, was plainly-show- n
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
victed ot murder after a full and a fair trial, such as is accorded any other that occurred in Cuba
during the have had the appearance of a tropical :Pains were caused by the sponge.
Central Location.
seems
If it had been a pipe, a pair of scis-i- t
Spanish-Americawar, when boys ac town in the rainy season. Who says
criminal p.nd the fact that ho had no money to prosecute an appeal
sentence.
of
a
commutation
reason
for
his
more
or
sufficient
when
in
Mexico
New
rain
a
of
definite,
died
can't
homesickness.
itjsors
something
hardly
tually
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
Neither should the fact that Goulet and Lyle received light sentences not This disease is brought on a per takes a notion? Tucumcari Sun.
attorney declares, the "foreign
Carried
else.
someone
in
way,
any
crimes
Iject would have been found long ago.
affect,
commensurate with their
son through longing for persons and
Loiter There.
JudK
out that would be a peculiar kind of justice. A precedent set by one official for places, but in either case it is a
Carpenter is consulting law
man looking for a wife isn't
The
their
a
rule
for
as
considered
to
be
011 the subject.
or one court in such a matter is hardly
serious complaint. I do not know as going down on the street corner ornoo-kone ever gets beyond the age when i.i the
successor, else we would have a very unjust administration of affairs.
9 W W
cafes to do his looking,
alAnother argument used is that Delgadillo, "in a fury of jealousy, is
are free from a possibility of an T, kj night
,
k
d f M
good MM
MURDER
In the same article they
of
dubious
woman
a
reputation."
slain
to
have
WlVmUCn.
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OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
attack. know, sometimes when weary
leged
don t loiter on the streets nor
in which this expression is used, the Herald speaks of the woman as the and tired, the old home and the old vives
A
PARROT
Prom
CALLS
cafes. Clovis
l:ve about
La Salle Restaurant
have come back to me in pic Journal.
"paramour ot the man.
cul-- days
TAOS
BARRANCA
man
less
is
the
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the newest idea that ever, hit the
tobacco business.
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tobacco, called MASCOT.
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of a costly (and useless) tin box.
MASCOT is made of just aspure
extra choice curley leaves as
tobacco
on the market regardany
less of price.
If I can persuade you to try
I am sure you will agree with
me that every statement I make about
my tobaccco is strictly on the level.
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Banquet Tomatoes, per cn
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per dozen,1 .
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per case,
Banquets are the standard No.
a regular 2jfor 25c
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Rose Bushes and Blooming Shrubs.
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More Home Baking
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Fori will make biscuit, cake and pastry
clean, fresh and tasty better every way
than the ready made foods.
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is specially
and makes home
devised for home
a
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It will
delight.
baking easy
the
from
dread
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baking
you
powders, which are too frequently found
in the ready made articles, and insure
you food of the highest heolthfulness.
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tions, methods and plans suited to
ach iceaiuyi
This is an unusual op-- '
portunlty for the teachers of New
A C. Burtless, Parifin Ciuicia aud
Mexico, it is planned to have one
Padilla, are in the city, having man take one Hection of the state and
come up here and delivered several
lie other the remainder, so that each
prisoners to Superintendent ileMan instituji! In the state will have this
us at the penitentiary.
The prison- benefit at least three days and it is
ers aer as follows: Juan Mocais, for urged that two periods a
day be given
IN TtLEPHONING
shooting a deadly weapon and also to them in which to do class work.
The New Mexican, if your business
for receiving stolen goods, two to three Thin wnnld lip piiiiivn1inl" tn nlinut nnn
years; Paulino Morales, for the same v.eek of one period per day. They will li about advertising, subscriptions or
offense, three to four years; Thomas be pleased to provide for evening lec-- j job work, please call up "286." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
Preston, for receiving stolen goods, tures.
any news, please ehone "31."
f
f
or.o and
to two and
NOTARIES
do
COMMISSIONED.
You
years; W. F. Mentzerk, for forgery,
Pure milk and cream for sale. MornCommissions have been given to
f
two to two and
years, aud a
as notaries public: ing or evening delivery. C. L. Pollard
highwayman, Manuel Aciuia, who gets the following,
three to four years. The .last named Francisco Ribera y Martinez, Clay- - Phone 19 J.
Auto Delivery brings It quick from
man held up a store full of people at'ton:. Renzo D, Bower, Roswell, and
Maharams about two months ago, but two from Chaves county; H. C. Hen Andrews' Grocery, Bakery and Marwas overpowered and captured before ry, Lake Arthur; Charles D. Mozley, ket.
A Beautiful
Lawn is accomplished
Lower Penasco.
he got away with anything.
Hose.
by using
We have
INJUNCTION GRANTED.
SCHEDULE OF INSTITUTES.
il, says the Santa Fe Hardware and
In the case in equity of John Loon-eThe following state institutes will
See new ad today.
Supply company.
versus the Arlington Land com- be held this summer:
We specialize in all kinds of heavy
use,
j
pany, Martin Borders Land company,
McKinley county . at Gallup, May machine work. All work
guaranteed.
and Thorp Bros., to restrain the de- 12, 24.
V.
L.
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Supt.
pro-te- ct
for
TranscontiAgents
Esstmkay.
fendants from transferring certain Bishop, Gallup, N. M.
nental Garage.
lands on the Tlerra Amarilla grant,
Colfax county, at Raton, May 26,
The value of cold Cream lies in its
consisting of 5760 acres, the court June 7. Conductor, Supt. T. W. Congranted a restraining order requiring way, Raton; instructors. Prof. J. H. purity and skillful compounding. Try
00K 8
Lream for all toilet uses
the defendants to show cause why a Vauehan. State College. Mrs r.nRRi
massage purposes.
temporary injunction should not be Dyer, Raton, and Miss Marjorie Full-jal,La8t Dav f0P Tax Returns Assessor
The case was heard by er, Raton, N. M.
granted.
N. M. Normal school at Silver City, Telesfo''o Rivera wishes the New
Judge Pope yesterday and an injunc10811 to ca" attention to the fact that
tion granted.
26, July 19. Conductor, Presi-- '
is the last daV for making tax,
STATE ENCAMPMENT.
dent C. M. Light; instructors,
Mr- Riveras office is in the
The general orders for the biennial bers of the faculty of the N. M.
ccurt house. After today the assessor
encampment of the national guard of mal school, Silver City.
Norrell,
' by the
New Mexico have been isGrant county at Silver City, May lhnE! the Privilege of fixing a penalty of monly known as "Ham," a very mel- the case against Andrew
closes
The
personage.
ancholy
cent
play
charged with violating au injunction
per
26.
7,
in
The
June
connection
with
the N. j2"
npment
adjutant general.
AT WELTMER'S
An entire .fresh the club program for the year audi by driving cattle onto the Arapahoe
will be held in July end Au ust. The M. Normal school.
Luna countv at. Silver Citv. Mav 2fi. stocK or Ansco supplies. All old stock guests may be invited by payment of forest reserve. The case grew out of
following are some of the salient items
Norrell's division of his herd and
the usual club fee,
in connection with the N returned.
of news contained therein that are ot June
were filed by the forest serv
charges
Road
Meet
Indications
Good
are
Big
Mrs.
a
Samaritans
Ellison,
to
interest to the members of the nation M. Normal school.
(Subject
ice ollicials.
that
in
state
the
the
and
woman
Interest
her
with
poor
fugitive
meeting
al guard and their friends:
change.)
Otero county at Silver City, May of good roads, which is called by the children, whose husband was sent up
State target range will be attended
CALIFORNIA HURRIES TO PASS
by the First infantry July 13 to 20 in 26, June 7, in connection with the N. State Highway commission, to be held some months ago, was turned out oil
LAND BILL DESPITE WARNING.
M. Normal school and at Las Vegas, i.l Albuquerque
on May 9, will be a; the street, without money, food or
clusive, to be held at Las Vegas.
was
found
last
meet-ing- .
She
in
connection
successful
June
attended
N.
the
and
shelter,
Sunday.
with
largely
tarwill
"A"
be
at the
Light battery
(Continued from page onel.
weeping near the Methodist church
(subject to
get range in the Capital! mountain? M. Normal University,
change. )
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent by Mrs. Nora E. Summers, and given
August 5 to H inclusive.
Sierra county at Silver City, May The ilnest rooms in thu city, having a place to sleep and something to through the government reservation
The First regfment will be equip- with the N. electxic Iieht. steam heat an3 haths. eat. Prof. Walter Norton also con- dedicated to palace of agriculture on
l ed in heavy marching order, includ-- l 2fi, June 7, in connection
Mrs. Summers' interested the exposition grounds, and retired to
M.
Normal
en
school,
Uniforms
(subject to change.) The European Hotel, centrally lo- tributing.
ir.g entrenching tools.
some
women of her church in dress for the public bauqiet to be
of
the
cated.
M.
State
N.
Normal
at
Las
Progressive Heaclquar
loute and in camp, except when oilier
University
the case, among them Mrs. H. S. Lutz, given in his honor by the exposition
vise ordered will be khaki, all uni- Vegas, June 2, July 26, conductor, ters in the hotel.
Eastern Star Meet There will be a and a collection was taken up. to directors.
forms to be cleaned and pressed. Com-- F "esident Frank H. H. Roberts, Las
the family for a few days,
gas; instructors, members of the regular meeting of the Eastern Star maintain
I any officers will mess with their com-- j
and send them to Ceriardale, where
7:30
M. Normal UniverN.
the
at
tomorrow,
of
evening,
Thursday
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
faculty
rany organizations, but there will be
Mr.
has
relatives.
o'clock in Masonic hall, San Francisco Mrs. Ellison
for you, for Santa Fe and the
a mess for field and staff officers. Ar- sity, Las Vegas.
working
Coomer of the New Mexican Central
new
San Miguel county at Las Vegas, street. All visiting members of the offered to
state.
rangements are to be made for the
arrange for reduced transin connection with the N. order are cordially invited to attend.
eaily order of rations from each com- June
portation and if it is expedient the
Matron.
order
M.
By
Normal
Worthy
Conductor,
University.
pany commander, to the commissary,
woman and her children will be sent
the best blue grass seed
will
and Buch commanders
to Cedardale this week.
inspect Prof. Frank Carroon, E. Las Vegas, forColumbine,a new
received.
Velot
Lou
Las
lawns,
Mrs.
instructor
just
Cobb,
each meal served. The best of sani
Short Service The 9:30 mass to25 cents per pound at Andrews.
morrow at the cathedral will be short,
tary regulations will be provided for gas.
Which Has a Most Complete
How is the title to that place you
Sandoval
at Bernalillo,
county
and all garbage kept in garbage cans,
as there will be no sermon. Tomor
Assortment of
are
S.
an
Better
ab
Jos.
June
require
buying?
Conductor,
Supt.
which will be burned under the direcrow is a holiday of obligation, as it
office
Tucumcari.
stract
our
before
from
llofer,
you
pay
.
IN
STAMPED
CORRECT
tion of the camp surgeon, who will
MILLINERY,
the feast of the Ascension.
Santa Fe county at Santa Fe, June out your money. Santa Fe Title Abalso make a daily inspection of the
COLAND
WHITE
IN
FLOSS
EMBROIDERY
B.
H.
J.
U.
S.
R.
stract
Conductor, Supt.
Co.,
Lee, Secretary,
Wagner,
RAPS FORESTRY RULES.
camp.
Tickets to Las Vegas and return will Santa Fe; instructor, Miss Maude Bank and Trust Co., Bldg.
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
Denver, Colo., April 30. "The catGreat School Doings
Tomorrow
te obtained at home stations, in ex- Hancock, Alamogordo, Miss Pauline
too
important, toe big
Milliard, Albuquerque.
right, Thursday, the 1st of May, a tle business is
change for transportation requests
Socorro county at Socorro, June - party sale will be held at the Catron and too necessary to be hampered
furnished by the adjutant general.
ridiculous
by such
28. Conductor, Supt. W. F. Osborne, Grammar school. There are going to and hindered
Transportation will only be furnished Socorro,
T. J. McKay, Socorro. be great doings on that occasion, in- rules," was the declaration of Fed
Prof.
to bona fide members of the national
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA
R. E. Lewis lri dismissing
.
Valencia comity at Belen, June
cluding a bazaar, a fish pool, an indoor eral Judge
guard attending the encampment. Any
Conductor Mrs. Nora Brumt)ack. circus, a Chinese tea garden and besl
officer who furnishes transportation
Bernalillo county at Albuquerque, of all something to eat. The limit of
t." persons
not entitled to the same
June
Dr. Mendel cost for indulging In any of these atConductor,
v ill have the value of the transportaSilber,.
Albuquerque;
instructors, tractions is only five cents apiece, po
tion so furnished deducted from his
Supt. John Milne, Albuquerque; Miss you can pay your money and take your
ray.
Miss choice, or several choices. The stunt
Lydia Lheureux, Albuquerque,
Previous to the encampment, enlist- - Grace
Nicholas, Albuquerque.
is pulled off for the benefit of the track
sercd men must have had
days'
Chaves county at Roswell, June
IfcTOW
team of the school to raise sufficient
vice in the organized militia, including
Conductor Supt. W. B. McFarlaml, funds to defray
to Albuquerexpenses
at least 14 periods of practical pro- Silver City. Instructors, Prof. D. N.
que, where the first meet will be held.
gressive military instruction of at Pope, Roswell.
The entertainment will be held bef
hours each, or
least one and
Eddy county at Carlsbad, June
tween 8 and 10 o'clock. Those who
an equivalent service in the regular Conductor,
W. A.
Superintendent,
ore interested in helping the cause and
army, navy, or marine corps, or one Poore, Carlsbad; instructors, Prof. J. cannot be
present are requested to let
academic years' service at a school L'. Vaughan, State
Prin.
College
a dime or a quarter be their prqxy.
where military instruction is given.
F. M. Hatfield, Carlsbad.
Our Benzoine, Witch Hazel and
G. SARGENT,
The silver loving cups presented to
Lincoln county at Carrizozo, June
it. It relieves
Cream,
try
the national guard of New Mexico, one
Conductor, Supt. J. J. B. Taylor,
redness and roughness, makes
W. H. MENDENHALL,
by Hon. Nathan Jaffa, known as the Deming; instructor, Mrs. Lillian A.
jthe skin soft and smooth. Zook's.
Mid Range Trophy, and the other by Less, Tucumcari.
When In a hurry you can give An
Hon. A. V. Hiiddecke, known as the
San Juan county nt Farmingtou, drews an order at 9:30 a. ra, and you
Long Range Trophy, will be contested June
instructor, Miss Edna will have it before 10:30 (the same
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
for by teams representing the com- Eaughman, Farmington.
day) and 'ikewise during any hour
Mora county1 nt Mora, June
nswly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
panies of the First infantry present at
of the day.
the encampment on Thursday, July 2'':. Conductor, Supt. Rufus Mead, E.
papered. Many private baths and all the comJapanese, Chinese,. French and
24, under conditions prescribed in O. Las Vegas; instructor, Prin. Byron J. Swiss embroidered
linrobes, waists,
hotel.
forts of a first-clas- s
O. No.. 22, 1907, and G. O. No. 4, 190S, Read, E. Las Vegas.
gerie and drapery at half the usual
Taos county at Taos, June
adjutant general's office.
cost and direct from- the Orient, at
President Geo. J. the W. H. Goebel Co., 421 College St.
Company commanders will furnish 26. Conductor,
the adjutant names of members of Martin, El Rilo.
The First In Santa Fe Frank An
teams representing their companies
Rio Arriba county at El Rito, June drews, the grocer, has installed an auon or before July 22. No preliminary
26. Conductor, ..Miss Sarah tomobile for delivery.
The machine
Miss is a Ford, purchased of the Wood-Davi- s
instructor,
practice for the contests will be per- Ulmer, Hudson;
mitted during the encampment.
Erna Fergusson, Albuquerque.
Hardware company, and has
OIL COMPANY INCORPORATED.
Curry county at Clovis, July
been built with a double deck for the
2.
The Tintero Oil company, of AlbuConductor, Prof. Frank
transportation of goods from the AnE. Las Vegas; instructors, Supt. drews store on San Francisco street
querque has filed articles of incorpo
ration with the corporation commis- R. A. Deen, Portales; Prin. D. L.
to his customers. It is particularly
Texico.
sion, Frank A. Stortz named as the
selected for its convenience and speed.
principal agent and office in that city.
Guadalupe county at Santa Rosa, Mr. Andrews expects to be not only
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The capital stock is $200,000, with July
9. Conductor, Supt. Joe. able to make hourly trips, beginning
'
S Hofer, Tucumcari.
$2,280 worth subscribed.
at 9:30 in the morning, but the auto VLFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, tardea & field seeds la bulk and packages
AGRICULTURAL EXPERTS.
Roosevelt county at Portales, July mobile will take the place of two deManette A. Meyers director of indusThe
16. Conductor, Prof. Frank livery wagons, and then some.
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
trial education Is sending put letters Carron, E. Las Vegas; instructors, machine is a trim runabout and bears
to the county superintendents and in- Supt. V. L. Griffin, Clovis; Prof. Fran- the legend "Andrews Grocery" and
dustrial conductors regarding, the in cis E. Kelly, E. Las Vegas. (Prof. that will be the synonym for
struction that will be given in agri- Kelly wllLact as conductor for the first
goods and the most prompt dePhone Black
mack
Mr. Andrews is to be conculture nt the coming institutes. The two weeks.)
livery.
Agricultural College lias consented to Quay county at Tucumcari, August gratulated on being the first Santa
deBf nd two agricultural experts to visit
Conductor, Supt. Joseph S. Hofer, Fe merchant to install automobile
the county institutes of the state who Tucumcari.
livery service.
Our Auto Delivery is ready for buswill be prepared to take classes in agDona Ana county at Las Cruces, Au'
iness and we are going 'to make ten
riculture and not only give instruction gust
but practical and valuable sugges- - Torrance county at Mountainair, deliveries a day, beginning at 7:30 a.
111.
we will make a delivery at half
past every hour, excepting the noon
hour. Give us a chance to show you
that we will be there with the goods.
V Andrews.
.
When Zook's puts up your prescrip- - j
tion you are sure of getting the best j
HEADQUARTERS FOR
results, both from the medicine obIn the looking-glas- s
a woman often sees wrinkles, hollow circles under yes,
tained and from your doctor's skill"crow's feet," all because she did not turn to the right remedy when worn
ful and scientific diagnosis.
iliUirUAAIL
down with those troubles which are distinctly feminine.
headache,
Backache,
Bill Shakespeare Burlesque The
pains, lassitude, nervousness and drains upon vitality bring untold Buffering
art an4 literature departments of the
to, womanhood and the face shows it. The nervous system and the entire
feels the tonic effect of
womanly make-uWoman's club will present the Shake-speriafarce "Place Aux Dames," or
"The Ladles Speak at Last," in the
archaeological rooms of the Old PalAND
It allays and subdues nervous excitability, irritability, nervous exhaustion, and
ace this evening at 8:30. The scene of
other distressing symptoms commonly attendant upon functional and organic
the little play is laid in one room of a
diseases of the feminine organs. It induces refreshing sleep and relieves
establishment
continental water-cur-e
mental anxiety and despondency. Known everywhere and for over 40 years
as the standard remedy for the diseases of women. Your dealer in medicines
where Lady Macbeth Portia, Ophelia
ells it in liquid or
60
can
send
tablet form; or you
and Juliet gather to drink a cup of
tamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets. Address
tea and incidentally to express their
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
views of Will Shakespeare and their
Are II RAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS REGULATE AND INVIGORATE
husbands. The Ghost,
r
OCCASIONALLY.
STOMACH. LIVER AND BOWELS. SUGAR-COATE- D
TINY GRANULES. respective
quite a sprightly spirit, flits about andcomot
seeks the company
Hamlet,

Sheriff Jesus Romero of Bernalillo
county, accompanied by three deputies.
Fed-eri-

A

11-2-

PFWSONERS BROUGHT HERE.

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

.

.

30, 1913.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

j

THE STORE

-

.

MISS A. MUGLER

2-

h

":

1111

1

'

It was The Palace Hotel,

Dead weight.. That's the difference
between a light and a heavy car. It
takes gasoline to pull thie excessive
weight. It means tire wear. Get away
from the extra expense. Buy a light
weight vanadium steel Ford.

IT IS

Every third car a Ford and every
Ford user a Ford "booster." New
prices runabout $525 touring car
?C00 delivery car
?G25 town
car
?SO0
with all equipment, f. o. b.
Get particulars from

'

If It's Hardware We Have It.

SANTA FE.

-

-

-

-

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

sore-ines-

HardwareCo.

s

W.

j

t.

Wood-Davi-

THE DB VARGAS

one-hal-

y

NEW MEXICO.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Car-rco-

ST. LOUIS,
ROUND jTRjIP,

$43.15

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Santa

Jefferson Memorial Dedication
Ceremonies and American

Phb4

11-2-

,,. Peace Congress,
April 30th to May 3rd, 1913.
Tickets on Sale April 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th.
Limit, May 6th, 1913.

Return

MAY 14 TO 21, 1913.
Return Limit,
12, IJ, 14.

Return Limit, May 25!h,

THE
JEWELEFT

A WOMAN'S PROBLEM
p

May 27th, 1913.

16TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
NATWNAfc RETAIL GROCERS' ASSOCIATION
Dates of Sale, May 17th, 18th, 19th.

s. SPITZ

45

mm mm

68th Annual Session Southern Baptist Convention
Dates of Sale, May II,

Lg() H ERSCH

191 J.

For further particulars call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. M. 1
S.
LUTZ, Agt.,
1 H.

n

DR; PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,
sugar-coate- d

one-ce-

f7

Time Pieces That
Reliable!

WATCHES
CLOCKS

r3

